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INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS
There are times when independent contractors are needed to 

complete projects or perform tasks. When engaging independent 

contractors, many factors should be included in the decision 

process. Quality, cost, safety, insurance and risk management 

requirements are only some of the most important topics 

to consider.

From determining insurance requirements to ensuring that the 

independent contractor stays independent, this section addresses 

some of the many issues related to using independent contractors 

for various activities. 
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SELECTION PROCESS FOR AN INDEPENDENT 
CONTRACTOR
When engaging an outside party to complete a project, 

the selection process is crucial. 

When seeking bids, consider including bid 

specifications that allow potential bidders to know key 

components of the project. These specifications should 

be specific enough to ensure accuracy relative to the 

quality, timing and pricing of the responsive bids. 

Bid specifications should also include the project’s 

insurance requirements, such as bonds, insurance 

types and limits, and so forth, as those may affect the 

contract price.

Governmental entities may want to request references 

of current and/or past government clients to assist in 

evaluating the most suitable service provider.

KEEP INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS INDEPENDENT
Steps should be taken to avoid establishing an 

employer-employee relationship with an independent 

contractor. Failing to do so may lead to potential 

tax, workers’ compensation or employment law 

implications if an independent contractor is later 

deemed to be an employee rather than a contractor. 

In addition, a benefit to contracting service includes 

transferring risk to the contractor. Blurring the lines of 

the relationship could affect the ability to transfer the 

risk effectively.

Some problems can be avoided through following 

simple steps, such as always using a contract to define 

the scope of the job and always following the contract, 

not allowing contractors to use the organization’s 

equipment and avoiding dictating hours when the 

contractor may work. 

Prior to engaging in any contract, it is advisable to 

consult with the county attorney or other legal counsel.

Establish a Contract
The use of an independent contractor to deliver goods 

or perform services for the organization can be a 

prudent strategy to transfer risk from the organization. 

However, to do that effectively, a contract/agreement 

must transfer that risk. Organizations may be tempted 

to use a handshake agreement for small contracts; 

however, it is always better to put the agreement in 

writing. Sometimes low-cost agreements can have 

equal to or greater risk than high-cost agreements.

For example, an organization may hire a local painter 

to stain the interior of a building. The total contract 

price may be low, but if the stain is not stored properly, 

it could start a fire that destroys the entire building. 

CONTRACT PROVISIONS
The following are provisions to consider when entering 

into an agreement with an independent contractor. 

This list is not all inclusive, and not every item may be 

appropriate for every situation. As always, contacting 

the organization’s legal counsel prior to drafting 

or entering into any contracts or agreements is 

recommended.

Scope of Work
  Clearly define expectations regarding the final 

product: The independent contractor has the 
independence to make day-to-day decisions on how 
to get the job done.

  The independent contractor has the ability to hire 
and fire assistants if needed: The independent 
contractor should be held solely responsible for the 
work product and the actions of any assistants. 

 y No additional payments should be made to the independent 
contractor simply because assistants are hired. Additional 
payments should be made to the independent contractor, not 
the assistant.

  Set forth the reasons if the independent contractor 
is required to provide the services personally, 
such as reputation, specialized experience, 
training or expertise.

  Do not require specific attendance or hours of 
work. The organization may limit access of the 
independent contractor to its buildings and 
facilities, however.

Compensation
  Generally, avoid payments that appear to be made 

in the same form as employee wages. Payment 
should be on a fee-for-service basis (e.g., paid at the 
end of the project, specified project benchmarks, 
upon certain billing cycles, etc.).

  Do not pay the independent contractor using the 
organization’s payroll system. An independent 
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contractor is issued a 1099 form, so it is necessary 
to have the independent contractor provide his or 
her tax ID on a W-9 form.

  If a conflict gives rise to litigation or a question 
on the employment status of an individual, the 
fact finder will likely look to the contract and the 
context of the working relationship. The court and/
or other agencies responsible for employment 
issues may find that an employer-employee 
relationship exists, despite an agreement that states 
otherwise.

Terms and Conditions
  State that the independent contractor agrees 

to provide services solely as an independent 
contractor. Nothing should imply a right to 
employment or benefits.

 y The agreement should clearly state that the independent 
contractor is responsible for payment of all state and federal 
taxes for his or her operation.

  Require that the independent contractor comply 
with all applicable federal and state laws.

 y Whenever a contract requires that data on individuals be made 
available to a contractor, the Minnesota Government Data 
Practices Act (MGDPA) requires that the contractor maintain the 
data in accordance with the Act (Minn. Stat. § 13.05, subd. 6).
 y Whenever a government entity enters into a contract with a 

private person to perform any of its functions, the government 
entity must make it clear in the contract terms that all of the 
data created, collected, received, stored, used, maintained or 
disseminated by the contractor in performing those functions 
is subject to the requirements of the MGDPA and that the 
contractor must comply with those requirements as if it were a 
government entity (Minn. Stat. § 13.05, subd. 11).

  Require completion dates in the agreement, but 
do not require that the independent contractor 
work solely for the organization until the project 
is complete. 

  Require the independent contractor to abide by any 
policies or rules related to the work site, including 
visitors, safety, anti-discrimination and harassment.

Indemnification
Include an indemnification and hold harmless clause 

favorable to the organization. This means that if the 

contractor’s conduct causes injury, it will pay for 

any attorney fees and damages that the contracting 

organization is required to pay because of the 

contractor’s wrongful conduct. 

The following is sample language that will need to be 

modified or tailored to fit each individual situation: 

“The [independent contractor] agrees to defend, 

indemnify and hold [organization’s name], its 

employees and officials harmless from any claims, 

demands, actions or causes of action, including 

reasonable attorney’s fees and expenses arising 

out of any act or omission on the part of the 

independent contractor or its subcontractors, 

partners or any of his/her agents or employees in 

the performance of or with relation to any of the 

work or services to be performed or furnished by 

the [independent contractor] or its subcontractors, 

partners or any of his/her agents or employees 

under the agreement.”

Equipment and Supplies
Require the independent contractor to provide his 

or her own materials, tools and equipment. If there 

is a business reason for allowing the independent 

contractor to use the organization’s tools or 

equipment, provide an explanation for this in the 

agreement (e.g., a contractor hired to work on the 

organization’s computer system may need to access 

the organization’s computers to complete the project 

for which he or she is hired).

Policies and Procedures 
The contract/agreement must be executed by the chair 

of the governing board (of commissioners/directors) 

as authorized by board action. The board may delegate 

this responsibility to a designee, but it should be by 

board action. 

If delegated, there is typically a set dollar value for 

which authorization has been granted.

Comply with the Contract
Once the agreement has been executed, it is imperative 

that the organization and independent contractor 

comply with and enforce the terms and conditions of 

the contract.
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DETERMINE INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS 
Just as one project may differ from another, risk 

management concerns may also differ. Some, but not 

all, of the general concerns are as follows.

  Every independent contractor should have 
insurance coverage that is primary and not excess 
to any other coverage carried by the member 
organization.

  The independent contractor’s insurance providers 
should be acceptable to the member organization 
based on the carrier’s financial rating, among other 
factors the member determines.

  Coverage should be in force for the duration of the 
project with consideration given to whether the 
coverage is on a claims made or occurrence basis.

  Members should require advance notice of any 
changes to insurance coverage and that changes 
continue to meet contractual requirements.

  Members should require a certificate of insurance 
prior to beginning any work.

  Members should require that the member 
organization be listed as an additional insured on 
all policies other than workers’ compensation and 
professional liability. Being listed as an additional 
insured provides protection to the government 
entity when it is named in a lawsuit due to the 
contractor’s wrongful conduct. 

Amounts and Kinds of Coverage 
Members should determine the amount of insurance 

needed to cover the amount of risk to be covered. For 

example, consider a contracted carpenter who cuts into 

a wall to make repairs prior to beginning work. This 

act causes a problem with the wiring of the building, 

which leads to a fire. The contract may have been for 

a minimal amount, but the complete loss of a building 

and all of its contents could cost millions of dollars. 

At a minimum, limits should match the tort caps of 

$500,000 per claimant and $1.5 million per occurrence. 

Common lines of insurance required are general 

liability, auto, products and completed operations, 

workers’ compensation, employer’s liability. In some 

instances, a member may want to require professional 

liability coverage or errors and omissions coverage. 

The accompanying table includes recommended 

minimum limits. The organization needs to decide 

for itself the required levels of coverage and should 

RECOMMENDED COVERAGES AND MINIMUM LIMITS

Policy Limit Aggregate Limit

Commercial General 
Liability

$1.5 million $3 million

Commercial Auto
$1.5 million 
combined 
single limit

N/A

Products and 
Completed Operations

$3 million

Workers’ 
Compensation and 
Employer’s Liability

Statutory/ 
$1.5 million

Professional Liability 
or Errors or Omissions

$2 million per     
wrongful act

At least  
$4 million

consult with the county attorney or other legal counsel 

prior to signing any contract.

The organization should also consider requiring 

the following types of insurance policies, floaters 

and bonds: 

  Pollution liability 

  Builder’s risk/installation floater (construction 
projects) 

  Fidelity bond/crime insurance 

  Performance/payment bond

Members are encouraged to contact their MCIT 
risk management consultant at 1.866.547.6516 
for questions concerning contracts or other 
coverage questions.

MCIT risk management consultants can review 
members’ contracts from a risk management 
perspective before members enter into an 
agreement. This service is provided at no cost  
to members.

More information about contract risk management is 
available in the following MCIT resources available 
at MCIT.org/resource:

  “Checklist of Coverage(s) and Liability Limits for 
Independent Contractors”

  “Independent Contractors Limits of Liability”

  “Red Flags in Contracts”
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INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS CHECK LIST

ITEM YES NO ACTION ITEM

Do bids for contractors include specific obligations and specifications, 
including insurance requirements, required of the contractor?

Does the organization seek and receive input on contracts from legal counsel?

Contracts

Have expectations of the final product been clearly defined?

Is the contractor held solely responsible for the actions of its employees 
or assistants?

Is the independent contractor required to comply with all applicable state 
and federal laws, including the Minnesota Government Data Practices 
Act, and Occupational Safety and Health Administration rules?

Does the contract include an indemnity and hold harmless clause 
favorable to the facility’s organization?

Is the independent contractor required to provide his or her own 
materials, tools and equipment?

Are modifications to the contract (including change orders) in writing 
and signed by both parties?

Are contracts authorized by board action?

Insurance Requirements

Do independent contractors have primary coverage and not excess to 
any other coverage carried by the member organization?

Is the independent contractor’s insurance provider acceptable to the 
facility’s organization?

Is coverage in force for the duration of the project?

Is the facility’s organization listed as an additional insured on all policies 
other than workers’ compensation and professional liability?

Are insurance coverage amounts at least the recommended minimum 
limits of $500,000 per claimant and $1.5 million per occurrence?

Is the coverage on an occurrence basis?

Does the independent contractor hold the license required for the work 
he or she is performing?


